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ABSTRACT
Various forms of noise are present in the brain. The
role of noise in a exploration/exploitation trade-off is cast
into the framework of reinforcement learning for a com-
plex motor learning task. We present a simple and generic
neuro-controler described by a linear projection from the
input to the output spaces to which a gaussian independent
noise is added. This stochastic controler can perform on-
line-learning using a “direct policy-gradient” scheme. The
reward signal is related to the sensory information, and no
direct or inverse model of the system to control is needed.
The task chosen (reaching with a multi-joint arm) is
redundant and non-linear. The controler inputs are pro-
jected to a feature space of higher dimension using a to-
pographic coding based on gaussian kernels. We show it
possible, through a consistent noise level, to explore the
environnment so as to find good control solution. Besides,
the controler is able to adapt continuously to changes in the
system dynamics.
The general framework we present here should al-
low to build more realistic models of biological learning,
in reason of its compatibility with Hebbian principles and
straightforward extension to more complex stochastic neu-
ronal models.
KEY WORDS
Reinforcement Learning, Kernel methods, Inverse Kine-
matics
1 Introduction
Noise, in various forms, is observed in many aspects in
the brain, from spike train activity [1, 2] to large-scale
variablilty in the final motor command [3]. Noise can
serve many purposes like enhancement of weak signal us-
ing stochastic resonnance, facilitating the the adaptivity to
changes, and inducing new exploratory behaviors. On the
other hand, noise can also be seen as a perturbation that
the brain must reduce in order to display stable and reliable
behavior, for example though the use of population coding.
In this paper, we tackle this very general question
in the light of the classical machine learning “explo-
ration/exploitation” tradeoff. Consider an agent having to
learn appropriate (i.e. most “rewarded”) response in an un-
known environment. Effective learning relies on the ability
to use both the current knowledge to build an appropriate
response, and to deviate slightly and randomly from this
response in order to try new (and possibly better) combi-
nations of commands to solve the problem. The balance
between the two tendencies is delicate to find : too strong
exploitation prevents to find new solutions, but too strong
exploration makes the controller less reliable and increases
the tendency to forget previous experience. In this setting,
tuning the noise appropriately to achieve a task without
ending up with an unstable system is a delicate problem.
The case of motor learning is particularly interesting
to neuroscience modelling. The cardinal function of the
brain is indeed to control a complex ensemble of muscles
and joints on the basis of a quite unreliable set of sensory
signals and effectors. Our intuition is that this intrinsic
noisiness should actively participate in the building of new
motor commands.
We tackle the problem at the level of a generic neuro-
controler using a linear transformation of its inputs plus a
Gaussian noise. As we will show below, this problem can
be cast into the framework of reinforcement learning [4] as
the noisy output neurones of the controler can be modelized
whithin the family of “stochastic controlers” beeing learned
in a direct “policy-gradient” scheme [5].
The global framework of reinforcement learning is a
solution of choice for many problems, one of its most ap-
pealing feature being the fact that only a scalar reward sig-
nal is needed to guide learning. This reward signal is inter-
esting from the neurological point of view : it could indeed
be related to the release of specific neurotransmitters, like
dopamine release observed in the cortico-striatal loops im-
plied in the preparation and selection of appropriate motor
responses [6, 7].
The model we build and simulate in this paper is not
directly related on physiological data. As such, it is not
aimed at modelling a specific brain function but rather at
giving hints on minimal neural network settings having
the capability to implement reinforcement learning using
noise. We concretely implement the learning of a direct
sensori-motor transformation, i.e. transforming a sensory
signal in a motor command in a closed-loop setup. The
feedback is both the sensor signal itself (the consequence
of the previous motor command) and a reward that relies
on quantities which are directly measurable in the sensory
signal itself (like visual error for instance). As such, neither
motor error nor direct or inverse models of the environment
are needed.
More specifically our algorithm aims at learning
neuro-controlers for system with the following properties:
• online and life-long learning. For our controler to
stay adaptive to mechanical or perceptual changes, we
want an online learning scheme that can be applied in
a life-long setting.
• Continuous state and command spaces. Although
the framework of reinforcement learning is theoreti-
cally well suited to such kind of systems, pratical al-
gorithms for this setting are still needed. Continuous
command are particularly difficult to deal with.
• Non-linear redundant system. The system is non-
linear and has more degree of freedom than the task to
solve, many different solutions do exists, resulting in
an ill-formed problem to solve. The task of reaching
with a 4-joint arm that we consider in section 4 is a
good example of such kind of tasks.
• Model free. Systems dynamics (i.e. direct or inverse
models of the system) are unknown.
In reinforcement learning, dealing with continuous
states and command spaces is still an open problem. A
solution is to use “Actor-critic” architectures [4] extended
with regression methods in order to estimate a value func-
tion over the states [8]. Recent works on “natural actor-
critic” brought new impressive results. Nevertheless, Pe-
ters and Schaal [9] algorithm relies on episodic learning
and Bhatnagar et al. online learning schemes are restricted
to discreet commands.
Here, we favor the “direct policy gradient” approach
proposed by Williams [5] with its REINFORCE algorithm
and later developped and improved by Bartlett and Baxter
[10]. The neuro-controler is expressed as a parametrized
linear combination of feature functions to which an explo-
ration noise is added. In this way, we feel that working
with a well know class of function might be more tractable
that trying to estimate online an unknown value function, a
task that has many shortcoming: subsampling, overfitting,
no cross-validation, no resampling...).
As detailed in section 2, the major improvement of
our method over Baxter and Bartlett’s binary stochastic
neuro-controler is to use noisy neurons with scalar out-
puts. Furthermore, our neuro-controler relies on a topo-
graphic recoding of the state space, allowing it to deal with
non-linear systems. As shown in section 4, our controler
learns to solve closed-loop control problems, adapting to
changes in the environment. As discussed in section 5, our
approach is also applicable to other kind of neuro-controler,
like multi-layered networks and spiking-neurons.
2 Principles
The neuro-controler we consider computes a command
vector ~u as a linear combination of features function of the
input ~x. That is to say,
~u = W .~Φ(~x) + ~η (1)
where W is a matrix of parameters, ~Φ(.) are features func-
tions that allow to recode the inputs and ~η is “exploration”
noise, the importance of which is explained below. In this
section, for simplicity, the feature function will be the iden-
tity and thus ~Φ(~x) = ~x.
The objective is then to find the “best” neurocon-
troller, i.e. the set of parameters W which optimizes an ob-
jective function J of the rewards rt received by the neuro-
controlers at instants (t) . The algorithm is based on a gra-
dient descent in the space of parameters along the gradient
of J according to W .
More formally, let us consider that, for a state ~x, a
command ~u is chosen according to a density of probabil-
ity q(~x, ~u,W ). If the reward received at time t is rt, the
objective function for an horizon of T is:
J = E
[
1
T
T∑
t=1
rt
]
. (2)
Then, it has been shown [10, 11] that the gradient of J can
be rewritten in term of the expectation of the gradient of the
logarithm of the policy, as
∇W J = E
[
1
T
T∑
k=1
r(~xk)
k−1∑
i=0
∇W log q(~xi, ~ui,W )
]
.
(3)
When the exploration noise ~η is a gaussian multivari-
ate noise, the probability density q(.) of chosing a com-
mand u is
q(~x, ~u,W ) ∼ ~N (~u−W .~x,Σ) (4)
=
e(−
1
2
(~u−W .~x)⊤Σ−1(~u−W .~x))
(2π)D/2|Σ|1/2
. (5)
where D is the dimension of the command vector. Then,
we have
∇W logq(~x, ~u,W ) (6)
= ∇W
[
−
1
2
(~u−W .~x)⊤Σ−1(~u−W .~x)
]
(7)
= Σ−1(~u−W .~x)~x⊤. (8)
Estimating the gradient of the objective function relates to
estimating the expectation of the scalar product of the esti-
mation noise and the inputs.
In accordance with the online stochastic approxima-
tion of the gradient used in the OLPOMDP algorithm of
Baxter and Bartlett [11], our algorithm maintains a “trace”
of the gradient so as to estimate its expectation consistently
with eq.(3). Using a gradient descent approach, we mod-
ify step by step the value of parameters W by a fraction
of the estimate of the gradient (where α is the “learning
rate”). We end up with the following algorithm. Repeat,
for k ∈ 1, ..., T :
1. For the state ~xk, compute ~uk according to
q(~xk, ~uk,W k);
2. Read reward rk (possibly null) and new state ~xk+1;
3. Update the traces and the weights:
(a) zk = βzk + (1− β)Σ
−1(~uk −W .~xk)~x⊤k
(b) W k+1 = W k + αrkzk
with β ∈ [0, 1[ where 11−β defines the “width” of the
trace.
In that framework, the noise is one of the main force
behind learning as (~uk − W .~xk) is exactly the explo-
ration noise ~η added to the linear combination of the in-
puts. Through learning, the update of the parameters are
proportionnal to ~η.~x⊤k .
3 Topographic recoding of the input
The learning algorithm we derive shows many similarities
with a linear perceptron at the difference that the “real” er-
ror is unknown and replaced by the product of the reward
and the noise. As such, our approach shares the same lim-
itations as the perceptron regarding the class of problem
it can solves. Even though a formulation of the policy-
gradient for some class of multi-layer perceptron has been
hinted by Williams [5], it is limited in its applicability and
an exploration noise can only be added to output neurons.
A potentially better alternative, quite classical, is to recode
the inputs into a feature space of higher dimension.
Topographically organized dynamical systems as
models of short term memory have been introduced in neu-
ronal modeling with the Neural Field of Amari [12]. This
model approximates the neuron indexes (corresponding to
a position in the map) as a continuous dimension. For their
simplicity and robustness, such maps have a wide range of
applications in robotics and control [13].
Apart from engineering applications, an important
interest has emerged about topologically organized mod-
els of short term memory in the cortex since the experi-
ment of Funahashi et al. [14]. Some studies have estab-
lished the links between biology and neural map type mod-
els, interpreted as a mean-field approximation of neuronal
activity[15], and pointed out some interesting properties re-
lating to the adaptive sharpening where the input orienta-
tion is weakly contrasted.
In our settings, we do not explicitly model the dynam-
ics of bubble formation, but rather “recode” the external
Figure 1. Gaussian-Kernel-based topographic coding.
sensory cues (like target position) in the form of a topo-
graphic map of activation.
We use a “topographic coding”, redundant and
smooth for better generalization, by projecting inputs into
gaussian fields in the following way. Input neurons are or-
ganized in m-dimension fields of size N with coordinates
~p0, · · · , ~pN ) so that the state of the system, or a sub-part of
it, can be cast on this fields where the activity of an input
neurone i is
exp(||~x−~pi||2)√
2πσi
.
Figure 1 shows an example of a recoding of a 2D state
(position and velocity) to two different 16 × 16 fields of
neurones (512 dimensions).
After recoding the inputs, if we call ~Φ(.) the vector of
input recoding, the update rule of step (3) of the algorithm
presented above becomes
3. Update the traces and the weights:
(a) zk = βzk + (1− β)Σ
−1(~uk −W .~Φ(~xk))~Φ(~xk)
⊤
(b) W k+1 = W k + αrkzk
4 Experiments
The task is to control an arm composed of D segments
on the basis of visual and proprioceptive signals, respec-
tively in 2 and D dimension spaces. For d ∈ {1, ..., D},
each segment is of length ℓd. Consider (x0, y0) the coor-
dinates of the first joint, then for d in 1, ..., D : (xd, yd) =
(xd−1+ ℓd cos(θd), yd−1+ ℓd sin(θd)) where θd ∈ [−π, π]
is the angular direction of the dth joint. The end-position of
the arm ~xD = (xD, yD) is thus given by the combination
of joint angles (θ1, ..., θD). Note that for D ≥ 2, several
combinations of angles give the same end-point. The cod-
ing of a coordinate in term of segments and joint angles is
strongly redundant.
The end-point of the arm must reach a target specified
by its location ~xC = (xˆ, yˆ) in the visual field. This task is
prototypal of an inverse kinematic problem in control the-
ory. As said earlier, our approach does not need to learn an
Figure 2. Multi-joint arm control setup
inverse model as the error in sensor space (visual distance
between the target and the current end-point of the arm) can
be used as a basis for the reward signal.
The reward we use is in fact
r(t) = −0.1
(
||~xC − ~xD||2
2
(9)
+0.025× ||~˙θ||2
2
+ 0.01× ||~θ||2
2
)
(10)
where ~xC is the target position, ~xD the current end-position
of the arm, ~θ the vector of joint angle of the arm. The
second line of the reward is inspired by Todorov and Jordan
[16] work on modelling human gestures.
The inputs of the neuro-controler are
• the target ~xC recoded on a 16 × 16 fields of gaussian
kernels with a radius of 0.5 ;
• the joints angles ~θ, each component of the vector is
recoded on a one dimensionnal field of 16 gaussian
kernels.
With a 4-joint arm, the feature space has a dimension of
320.
Every 50ms, the controler must issue a command
made of a vector of joint velocities. The arm is then moved
and the above reward given to the controler which must
learn to reach the target. Every 4s (i.e., every 80 iterations
of the controler), a new target is randomly chosen.
The output is composed of 4 units, which as usual re-
ceive the linear combination of the input with weights ma-
trix W , plus a Gaussian noise ~η whose standard deviation
is small (σ = 0.003).
The reward is sent every time step, and the trace is
updated with β = 0.9 (time constant of 500 ms for the
trace). The learning parameter α is taken such that ασ2 =
0.01 where σ is the standard deviation of the noise injected
into the system. The weights are initially 0.
Figure 3 gives the cumulative loss (the opposite of
the reward) during a session lasting 12 × 106 time steps.
The level of noise remains constant as well as the learn-
ing rate (the system is continuously learning). The slope
of the cumulative loss decreases and stabilizes at a value
corresponding to a good achievement of the task (the arm
smoothly moves from one target to the other and stabilizes
on it). Note that with our setting, the loss can not be zero.
At t = 9.3 × 106 time steps, we ’block’ the third joint an-
gle at θ3 = 0. This prevents the controller from reaching
the targets, and an increase in penalty (decrease in mean
reward) is observed, which is progressively compensated
so that the controller can reach the target anew with new
combinations of commands on the remaining joint angles
(fig. 4). It must be noticed that the achievement of the task
is quite good despite the fact that the loss never reaches
zero. In particular, the arm starts its goal-oriented move-
ment immediately after the target has jumped at a new po-
sition, with speed decreasing with the distance to target.
Figure 3. Cumulative loss during learning. A damage is
caused on the device at t = 9.3× 106
Figure 4. Typical motor responses during target switch (tar-
gets reprsented by red crosses), arm position represented on
30 time steps (a) initially (b) after learning (c) after damage
(third joint is blocked at 0) (d) after recovery.
5 Discussion
First, despite the difficulty of the task and setup, our on-
line gradient algorithm is able to derive a valid and perti-
nent controller. As pointed out by Baxter and Bartlett, this
is not something easy to obtain [11]. With our settings,
improvement of the politics is ensured at the condition of
small changes (the noise level and learning coefficients are
small so that the learning sessions are quite long). Faster
and still reliable convergence is an objective that could be
attained in episodic learning, so as to get better estimate of
the gradient. In a perpective of autonomy however, online
adaptation to new constraints is an important property that
can not be maintain in an episodic setup without explicit
failure detection (as learning is separated from exploitation
in an episodic approach).
The reward used in the closed-loop setting can have
many different formulations. The one we used is quite in-
formative and gives good results, but it should be theoret-
ically possible to learn a good controller with a more ba-
sic formulation, e.g. giving only a non-nul reward in the
vicinity of the target. Another interesting point could be
to explore how the formulation of the reward influence the
shape, the speed or the timing of the movement. Some gen-
eral properties of human gestures, like isochrony or bell-
shaped speed curve [17, 18], might be measured.
Coming back to the use of noise in driving the learn-
ing, some points are to be highlighted. Noise can truly be
the driving exploratroy force in learning a neuro-controler.
We noted that learning was quite slow and, consequently,
our future work will investigate the relation bewteen the
level of noise and the “convergence speed” of the system,
maybe leading to an argument in favor of more finely and
adaptively tuning the noise during learning tasks. Besides,
the noise we have used has independant component on each
output neurone and it would be interesting to use different
kinf of noise, like “prior” in the noise, “correlated” noise,
“spatial” noise.
Furthermore, using a gaussian noise as the underly-
ing probability of the outputs neurons can be interpreted
as looking for a good controller in L2-norm. As shown by
[19], using theL1-norm is more adapted when the objective
is to discriminate features in the input signal. Selecting rel-
evant commands in the case of stongly redundant command
space is an interesting perspective that could be tested us-
ing an exponential distribution in the stochastic nodes of
the controller.
The policy-gradient learning rule uses only ’local’
quantities and as such can be formulated as a derivative
of the classical Hebbian rule. Provided the neuron model
is noisy, and the firing probability well-known (e.g. de-
scribed as a function of the membrane potential), the result-
ing learning rule is perfectly local and “balanced” (the po-
tentiation effect compensates the depression effect). This
property was already pointed out by Williams in his sem-
inal paper, in the case of simple binary stochastic neu-
rons. Nuerous extensions to more realistic spiking neurons
have been proposed since : Seung [20] treated the case of
stochastic synapses with poisson firing. Baras [21] consid-
ers a Spike Response Model (SRM) [22] with a stochastic
spike emission mechanism (proportional to the weighted
sum of pre-synaptic activities). Florian [23] considers the
more classical case of stochastic SRM neurons with escape
noise, applied to a closed-loop reinforcement task. In all of
those models the characteristics of the noise is mixed with
the model of spike emission. An explicit decoupling of
the noise term from the spike emission process is proposed
in [24] using a specific temporally correlated noise source,
allowing significant improement in the learning speed and
effectiveness.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we apply the reinforcement learning frame-
work, generally devoted to difficult but discrete control
problems, to tasks with continuous state and action spaces.
Simple “perceptron-like” neuronal architecture are derived
from the direct Policy-gradient approach. Inspired by ob-
servations on “neural field” topographic activity in the
brain, our input are encoded into fields of gaussian kernels,
allowing to bypass the limitation of linear regressor. The
learning rule, driven by an exploration noise, is guided by
a reward signal that is based on abailable sensory informa-
tion only.
An instance of this architecture has been applied to
learn a visual feedback controler for a non-linear redundant
multi-joint arm. There is no need to learn any direct or
inverse model of the kinematics of the system. We show in
particular how a reward, directly derived from the sensory
signal, can be used to learn in motor space.
We have shown that noise is a necessary component
of learning in our framework in order to explore new so-
lutions around the current one. Although, mathematically
speaking, such noise must have some characteristics (for
example, the noise at a node must be independant from the
others), we aim at trying different kind of noise in our futur
developments. One might think of less independant noise
to guide or constraint the exploration. Another possibility
could be to use exponential noise so as to promote feature
selection inside the controler.
Furthermore, this framework is compatible with more
realistic biological modelling, and can be implemented
using various models of neurons as long as they remain
stochastic. We recently proposed a specific implementation
in [24] on the basis of SRM neurons with escape noise, and
consider shaping appropriate noise as a promising direction
for improving and speeding-up the learning processes, in a
more biologically-realistic fashion.
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